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This invention relates to improvements in apparatus and 
methods for handling a running length of yarn, partic 
ularly in warp form. It relates in particular to a means 
for applying an equal and uniform tension on a plurality 
of running lengths of yarn. Still further the means will 
automatically remove a broken end of yarn from the path 
of the running warp. - 

In the manufacture of high tenacity synthetic yarns, it 
is customary to orient the polymer molecules by means of 
a drawing process. The drawing is usually conducted in 
one or more stages between rolls operating at progressive 
ly increasing peripheral speeds. After leaving the high 
speed draw rolls the yarn may be given further treatment 
on-the-run or may be wound onto a suitable package. 
The preferred process involves applying all the desired 
after-treatments to the yarn on-the-run and winding the 
yarn on a final package for sale. From the standpoint of 
economy and uniformity of treatment, it is preferred to 
apply the after-treatments to improve the properties of 
synthetic yarns to a plurality of strands of yarn simultane 
ously. This is generally done in warp form with the 
individual strands of yarn running in close parallel rela 
tion to one another. 

After processing a synthetic yarn, it is generally Wound 
upon some package, such as a bobbin or pirn, under 
tension. Most of this tension is usually applied as the 
yarn leaves the final roll by means of a cot, a rubber 
covered or cork roll which rests by gravity on the final 
roll and is surface driven by contact with the driven roll. 
The yarn leaves the final roll at the nip between the roll 
and the cot and is tensioned by the pressure of the cot on 
the roll. In many cases in the processing of synthetic 
yarns, the final roll operates at high speeds. With a cot, 
even with a cork or rubber surface, considerable bouncing 
occurs at these speeds. This results from unbalance or 
runout of the contacting rolls and the high forces gen 
erated under these conditions. The bouncing causes 
crushing damage to the yarn and non-uniformities in 
winding tension which can easily show up later as non 
uniformities in dyed fabric. 
When handling a plurality of strands of yarn on close 

centers, as in a warp, a broken strand causes much trou 
ble. With the tension on the strand relieved by the break, 
the strand forms a wrap on one of the processing rolls. 
In any case, it will foul the adjacent strands and cause 
considerable loss in time in shutdown. A cot will not 
prevent a roll wrap, and a roll wrap under a cot merely 
accentuates the difficulties cited above. 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to provide 
a process and an apparatus for handling a plurality of 
strands of yarn under tension, as in a warp. It is a 
particular object to provide means for applying a uniform 
snubbing tension simultaneously to the individual strands 
of yarn in a warp as they leave a high speed processing 
roll. It is a further object to provide said tensioning 
means such that it prevents roll wraps. It is still a further 
object to provide a tensioning means for handling a warp 
of yarn which acts in combination with a yarn waste 
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2 
removal device to prevent a broken strand of yarn from 
fouling adjacent strands. Other objects will become ap 
parent from the description which follows. 
The objects of this invention are accomplished by the 

provision of an endless belt in short contact with the 
surface of a driven roll, the belt being driven at essentially 
the same surface speed as the roll. The traveling belt is 
preferably positioned to contact a surface of the roll just 
prior to the point where the yarn leaves the roll. With 
the belt placed in this position, a strand of yarn that 
breaks after it leaves the roll is thrown by the belt out of 
the plane of the warp and into the grasp of a waste col 
lecting device properly positioned with respect to the belt 
and roll. The contact of the belt with the roll is made 
as short as possible. At the contact the belt is bent 
around the roll for a short arc. The deflection of the 
belt is at an angle of about 0.5° to about 1.0° from a 
straight line tangent both in the approach and departure 
of said belt to said roll. This angle is designated as <gs 
in Figure 3, the line tangent being AB; the normal path 
of the belt would be that given by dotted line CD which 
line is parallel to AB. The warp is directed into the re 
sultant nip so that the yarn ends do not contact the belt 
prior to contacting the roll. Also the yarn ends are di 
rected from the nip so that they leave the belt, prior to 
leaving the roll. Due to the belt thickness and the slight 
bend at the contact the surface speed of the belt at the 
point of contact is not the same as at other points... To 
minimize yarn damage the warp is made to touch the belt 
only in that area that contacts the roll. 
The waste collecting device, usually a suction waste 

nozzle, is placed far enough away from the normal yarn 
path so that it does not pick up running ends but only 
broken ends. In stringing up a running end the yarn is 
usually cut between the string-up device and the pirn after 
it has been started on the pirn. This results in a momen 
tary slack and the waste collector should be far enough 
away so that it does not interfere with the re-tensioning. 
Usually the collection device is placed at least 2 inches 
away from the warp. The angle of the belt is set to 
throw broken ends into the mouth of the waste collector 
which thus picks these ends up automatically. For con 
venience, the broken end is thrown in an upward direction 
away from the warp below. 
The invention is described further below and is shown 

in the figures of which 
Figure 1 is a plan view of the apparatus shown in Fig 

lure 2. 
Figure 2 is a side elevation; and 
Figure 3 is an enlarged view of the relation of the bel 

and driven roll to illustrate the belt deflection. 
Referring to Figure 2, the yarn warp 1 passes over roll 

50 and under roll 11 and through the nip formed by the 
driven roll 2 and the belt 3 and on to winding devices not 
shown. The yarn tensioning device of this invention com 
prises the driven roll 2 in contact with the traveling end 
less belt 3 positioned between rotating supports 4 and 5 
The traveling belt 3 is driven by roll 5 at essentially the 
same surface speed as the driven roll 2. The roll 4 is 
an idler roll supported and positioned by arm 13 by 
means of the pivot 14 and set screw 15. The tension on 
the traveling belt 3 is determined by the position of the 
idler roll 4. The yarn tensioning device comprising the 
driven roll 2 and belt 3 is made to handle the warp of 
yarn at the proper speeds by synchronizing their drive 
with that of the final processing roll 11. The synchroniza 
tion is accomplished in part by means of chain 6 which 
is positively driven by the drive of roll 11 and by the 
driven toothed wheel 8. The toothed wheel 7 is in fixed 
position and serves as a means of synchronizing the takeup 
device and the belt snubber through a special generator 
device. Another idler wheel 9 is part of an automatic 
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tensioner for taking up slack in the chain. A suction 
nozzle 12 is positioned near the belt 3 and out of the path 
of the warp of yarn leaving the tensioning device. 
The snubbing tension, or the ability of the belt snubber 

of this invention to pull or feed yarn, depends on the area 
of contact with the yarn and the friction. The friction is 
a function of the pressure on the yarn and the surface 
characteristics of the yarn, belt, and roll. The pressure 
on the yarn is determined by the tension on the belt 3 and 
the deflection of the belt by roll 2. The actual contact 
between the yarn and the belt should be as short as prac 
ticable to prevent damage to the yarn. Accordingly, since 
the surface characteristics are relatively constant, the ten 
Sion on the yarn warp is preferably varied by changing the . 
tension on the belt 3 by means of the arm 3, pivot 4 and 
set Screw 15. Both the belt and the driven roll 2 must 
operate at essentially the same speed to forward the yarn 
with as little rubbing action as possible. The beit is of 
any pliable material such as rubber, cotton, coated 
fabrics, etc. For example, a four-ply cotton belt of me 
dium weight and %4 inch thickness has been employed 
successfully for long periods of time. 
The tendency for wraps to form on the roll 2 and belt 3 

should be relatively the same and low. The driven roll 2 
preferably has a matte surface which minimizes the tend 
ency for wraps to form on this roll. When a break in 
one of the strands of yarn occurs beyond the nip of roll 2 
with the belt 3, the belt throws the loose end of yarn into 
the mouth of the suction nozzle waste collector 12. The 
Suction nozzle picks up the running end of yarn and con 
tinuously removes the waste until the operator can pick 
it up and string it up again. In this way the running end 
of yarn going to waste is maintained under the proper 
tension and yet it will not foul adjacent strands of yarn. 
The restringing-up of an end of yarn running into the 
Waste nozzle 12 is best accomplished by using a stringing 
up aspirator. The waste collector may be any standard 
device, such as nip rolls, although the suction device shown 
in the diagram is preferred. 
The cooperation of the belt snubber with the waste col 

lector to automatically handle a broken end of yarn is a 
particular feature of this invention, for most of the breaks 
occur between roll 2 and the wind-up device. The com 
bination of the belt 3 and roll 2 traveling at essentially the 
same Surface speeds serves a dual purpose when used in 
cooperation with a properly positioned waste collector. 

In addition to the application of the belt snubber of 
this invention to the handling of a plurality of running 
lengths of yarn in warp form, the belt snubber also finds 
utility in delivering yarn, particularly heavy staple tows to 
a collection can. 
Any departure from the above description which con 

forms to the present invention is intended to be included 
within the scope of the claims. 

I claim: 
1. Apparatus for uniformly tensioning yarn ends in a 

Warp which comprises a driven roll; an endless belt driven 
at essentially the speed of said driven roll and located to 
form a slight nip with said driven roll through which nip 
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4. 
said warp runs, said belt located at an angle to said warp 
to deflect any broken end out of the plane of said warp; 
a collecting device to receive said broken end; and means 
to adjust the pressure of said belt against said driven roll. 

2. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 in which said 
belt is deflected at the said nip at an angle of about 0.5° 
to about 1.0 from the straight line tangent to the approach 
and departure of said belt to said roll. 

3. A process for uniformly tensioning a yarn end which 
comprises contacting the surface of an endless belt with 
a roll to deflect said belt, the said contact bending said 
belt around said roll for a short arc to form a short nip; 
driving said belt and said roll at essentially the same 
peripheral speeds at the points of contact at said nip; and 
feeding said end to and from said nip so that said end does 
not contact said belt prior to contacting said roll and 
contacts said belt only at said nip. 

4. A process for uniformly tensioning yarn ends in a 
Warp which comprises contacting the surface of an endless 
belt with a roll to deflect said belt, the said contact bend 
ing said belt around said roll for a short contact to form 
a short nip; driving said belt and said roll at essentially 
the same peripheral speeds at the points of contact at 
said nip; and feeding said warp to and from said nip so 
that said warp does not contact the said belt prior to 
contacting said roll and contacts said belt only at said 
nip, said belt being located at an angle to said warp to 
deflect any broken end out of the plane of said warp. 

5. A process in accordance with claim 4 wherein said 
broken end is thrown upward out of the plane of said 
warp and is continuously removed until restringing-up. 

6. Apparatus for uniformly tensioning yarn ends which 
comprises an endless belt and a roll, said roll being lo 
cated to deflect said belt from its normal path by contact 
ing said belt to bend it around said roll for a short arc to 
form a short nip; means for driving said belt and said 
roll at essentially the same peripheral speeds at the points 
of contact of said nip, and means for feeding said ends to 
and from said nip so that said ends do not contact said 
belt prior to contacting said roll and contact said belt only 
at Said nip, said belt being located at an angle to said ends 
to deflect any broken end out of its normal path from said 
roll. 

7. Apparatus in accordance with claim 6 which includes 
a collecting device to receive said broken end. 
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